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Influence of random roughness on cantilever resonance frequency
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In this paper we investigate the influence of random roughness on the oscillation frequency of cantilevers
coated with thin film overlayers. First the theory expressions for the roughness-induced frequency shift are
derived using the cantilever equation of motion. Subsequently it is shown that the roughness induced shift
depends on the particular roughness parameters, assuming the general case of self-affine rough surfaces for the
overlayer film, the material properties of the overlayer film, and the dimensions mainly of the bare cantilever.
Indeed it is shown that the roughness influence becomes significant for relatively thin cantilevers ��1 �m�,
and increased local surface slopes ��0.5� within the limits of applicability of the proposed formalism. The
results of this study can be used in high precision frequency sensing applications in the field of
micro/nanomechanics.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.82.155438 PACS number�s�: 68.35.Ct, 68.35.Gy, 68.65.Hb, 82.45.Fk

I. INTRODUCTION

Currently there is intense research with micro/
nanoelectromechanical systems �MEMS/NEMS� since they
are important electromechanical devices compatible with
high speed and large-scale integration of silicon-based mi-
croelectronics systems. Therefore, many research groups are
investigating various aspects of MEMS/NEMS in order to
understand their resonance properties and potential for a
wide variety of sensing applications.1,2 Indeed, microcantile-
vers, which have been used as physical, chemical, and bio-
logical sensors,3 have high sensitivity allowing mass reso-
lution down to femtograms even in air environment.3 The
sensitivity is determined by the effective vibratory mass of
the resonator �depending on geometry, configuration, and
material properties of the resonant structure� and the stability
of the device resonance frequency.1

As the size of cantilevers is scaled down in dimensions
the surface to volume ratio increases making the influence of
surfaces, and as a result that of surface roughness, important
for the associated surface stress,4–6 and in more general the
cantilever sensitivity. On the other hand during the determi-
nation of the cantilever vibration frequency and deflection
only flat planar surfaces are assumed while real cantilever
surfaces can be rough over various length scales. In this re-
spect it has been shown that the adsorption-induced surface
stress depends on the cantilever surface roughness.7,8 Canti-
lever deflection enhancement was found due to molecular
adsorption onto cantilevers with rough surfaces.7 Differences
in hydrogen absorption rates were associated with the depen-
dence of surface stress on surface roughness.8 Nanoscale
roughness was also associated with decrement of the
adsorption-induced surface stress as compared to smooth
surfaces.9

Besides cantilever sensing based on static deflection de-
tection, cantilever sensors also operate in a dynamic mode by
measuring the change in the resonance frequency. Recently it
was shown that surface roughness can shift the resonance
frequency of microcantilevers, depending on the properties
of the surface stress, the local surface inclination using only
deterministic sinusoidal rough profiles, and the Poisson ratio
�v� of the bare cantilever material.10

However, calculations of the roughness effects on the can-
tilever sensitivity as a function of characteristic parameters
of random rough surfaces, which is a more realistic morphol-
ogy for deposited metal overlayers, are still missing. More-
over, the former calculations ignored the effects of the over-
layer thickness �d� and Young modulus �E�.10 These are
essential omissions and they will be the topic of the present
paper, where, however, a more rigorous formalism will be
developed, and proper random roughness models will be
implemented for quantitative results.

II. THEORY FOR FREQUENCY SHIFT CALCULATION
FOR CANTILEVERS WITH ROUGH SURFACES

A. Equation of cantilever motion

Here we will present briefly the theory of cantilever10

bending including the general roughness corrections form
and afterward we will implement the specifics of random
self-affine roughness. As in Ref. 10 we consider a thin layer
of thickness d having a rough profile h�r�, which is deposited
on top of a cantilever of thickness dca�d �Fig. 1�a��. Typical
material for a bare cantilevers as in Fig. 1�a� is Si and in
many cases the overlayer film is gold with granular rough-
ness as shown in Fig. 1�b�. The Young modulus, density, and
Poisson ratio of the substrate are Es, �s, and vs, respectively,
and these of the overlayer film are Ef, � f, and v f. The rough
surface of the deposited overlayer film is under surface stress
�, which for isotropic surfaces can be written as �=�o+�s. �o
is the constant residual surface stress, and �s=2�s�s
+�s�tr �s�I is the strain-dependent surface stress.10,11 I is the
unit tensor in a two-dimensional space, and �s and �s are the
isotropic Lame surface moduli, and tr��s� is denoting the
trace of the stress tensor �s.

Based on the Bernoulli-Euler assumption with d	dca
�considering the midplane at z=−dca /2�, the displacement
field in the x direction can be written as u�x�=uo�x�−
�z+dca /2��xZ �Ref. 10� �the displacement in the y direction is
neglected�. Z=Z�x� is the displacement in the z direction.
Since the bending caused by the change in the surface stress
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is dominant, the overall stretching of the cantilever is ne-
glected or equivalently uo�x�=0.10 The strain components are
given by �xx=�xu�x�=−�z+dca /2��xx

2 Z and �yy =0, while the
Hook’s law yields the corresponding stress components 
xx

= Ẽ�xx with Ẽ=E / �1−v2�.10 The surface strain �s can be cal-
culated by a coordinate transformation from the global coor-
dinate system to the local inclined one at z=h�r�.10 Imple-
menting this into the kinetic and elastic energies and further
assuming the Hamilton’s variational principle, as well as
n�=d /dca�	1 the equation of cantilever motion has been
shown to have the form �see also in Appendix Eq. �A1��
�Ref. 10�.

� Ẽsdca
3

12
+

Ẽfdca
3

3
��n +

1

2
�3

−
1

8
�

+ �2�s + �s�dca
2 �n +

1

2
�2

	1 − �v f/�1 − v f���2
2

�1 + �2�3/2 � �4Z

�x4

+ dca��s + � fn�
�2Z

�t2 = 0 �1�

with �=����h�2 the so called average local surface slope.
Note that the assumption of a slow variation in the surface
slope means relatively weak surface roughness or ��1.

B. Frequency shift calculation

Furthermore, in order to obtain the frequency shift due to
roughness, Eq. �1� can be written in the form

Ẽsf ,rdca
3

12

�4Z

�x4 + �̃
�2Z

�t2 = 0 �2�

with

Ẽsf ,r = �Ẽs + 4Ẽf��n +
1

2
�3

−
1

8
� + �2�s + �s�

�
12

dca
�n +

1

2
�2 	1 − �v f/�1 − v f���2
2

�1 + �2�3/2 � �3�

and �̃=dca��s+� fn�. For the case of flat surfaces or equiva-
lently �=0, Eq. �2� yields

Ẽsf ,sdca
3

12

�4Z

�x4 + �̃
�2Z

�t2 = 0 �4�

with Ẽsf ,s= �Ẽs+4Ẽf	�n+1 /2�3−1 /8
+ �2�s+�s��12 /dca�
�n+1 /2�2�.

The vibration frequency of the cantilever beam is given

by r
2=CẼsf ,r�dca

3 /12� / �̃ with C a constant depending on
geometry.12 For flat surfaces a similar equation applies yield-

FIG. 1. �Color online� �a� Cantilever schematic with an over-
layer film on top �adapted from a Si surface� and �b� granular film
of Au typically deposited onto cantilevers with roughness ratio
w /�=0.23 and H=0.9

FIG. 2. �Color online� � /s vs local surface slope for an over-
layer film thickness d=100 nm and cantilever thicknesses �dca� 1
and 4 �m for gold �v fAu=0.44� and Si �v fSi=0.28�.

FIG. 3. �Color online� � /s vs local surface slope for various
overlayer film thickness of gold �d� and fixed cantilever thickness
dca=1 �m.
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ing 2=CẼsf ,s�dca
3 /12� / �̃. If the roughness contributes a fre-

quency shift � so that r=+�, then we obtain r
2

�2+2� �assuming �	�. Substitution yields the fre-
quency shift � / with respect to that of a film/cantilever
with flat surface �see also second part of the Appendix�

�


=

Ẽsf ,r − Ẽsf ,s

2Ẽsf ,s

. �5�

Substitution of the terms Ẽsf ,r�s� yields the analytic form for
the frequency shift

�


= �2�s + �s

Ẽsf ,s

6

dca
�n +

1

2�2�	1 − �v f/�1 − v f���2
2

�1 + �2�3/2 − 1�� .

�6�

Equation �6� will be the basis for our analysis, where, how-
ever, knowledge of the Young modulus Ef of the overlayer
film is necessary.13 One can observe from Eq. �7� that for a
flat film surface or equivalently �=0, Eq. �7� yields �=0
which is the correct asymptotic limit. In comparison the cor-
responding equation derived in Ref. 10 does not obey this
constraint because during its derivation many terms, which
were taken into account here, were omitted. In any case, for
the calculation of the frequency shift � / from Eq. �6� the
knowledge the local surface slope �= ���h�21/2 is necessary
as it will discussed in the following paragraph.

III. LOCAL SURFACE SLOPE AND SURFACE
ROUGHNESS MODEL

The local surface slope �= ���h�21/2 in terms of Fourier-
transform analysis is given by the expression14

� = ��
o

Qc

q2��h�q��2d2q�1/2

�7�

with ��h�q��2 the power roughness spectrum and Qc=� /ao
with ao a minimum lateral roughness cutoff. Furthermore, a
wide variety of deposited thin-film surfaces exhibit the so-
called self-affine or power-law roughness.15–17 This type of
roughness is characterized by the rms roughness amplitude
w, the lateral correlation length � �indicating the average
lateral feature size�, and the roughness exponent
0�H�1.15,16 Small values of H ��0� corresponds to jagged
surfaces, while large values of H ��1� to a smooth hill val-
ley morphology. An example is shown in Fig. 1�b� for a gold
overlayer film with roughness ratio w /�=0.23 and H=0.9.

For self-affine roughness, the power spectrum obeys the
scaling behavior ��h�q��2�q−2−2H if q��1 and ��h�q��2
�const. if q�	1. This scaling is satisfied by the analytic
model16

��h�q��2 =
aw2�2

�1 + q2�2�1+H . �8�

The parameter “a” in Eq. �8� is obtained by the normaliza-
tion condition �0�q�Qc

q2��h�q��2d2q=w2 yielding a
= �H /�� / �1− �1+Qc

2�2�−H�.16 This is equivalent to the fact
that the height-height correlation C�r��= �h�r��h�0��
=���h�q��2e−iq� ·r�d2q obeys the condition C�r�=0��=w2. Fur-
thermore, substituting in Eq. �8� the roughness spectrum
from Eq. �9� we obtain for the local slope the simple analytic
expression

� =
w

�
� a�

�1 − H�
��1 + Qc

2�2�1−H − 1� − 1�1/2
. �9�

The actual expressions in the limiting asymptotic cases H
=0 and 1 can be obtained using the identity ln�x�
=limc→0�1 /B��xB−1�. Therefore, we obtain in both cases for
the local slope the more compact expressions: � �H=1
= �w /���a ln�1+Qc

2�2�−1�1/2 with a � H=1=�1 /���1+ �Qc��−2�,
and � � H=0=�w /���a��Qc��2−1�1/2 with a � H=0=1 / �� ln
�1+Qc

2�2��.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Our calculations were performed for relatively weak
roughness or ��1 corresponding to surface feature inclina-
tion angles �=tan−1����45°. For the Lame moduli we used
the parameters, respectively, �s=−2.627 GPa, and �s
=−2.70 GPa, and for the Young modulus of the bare bulk
cantilever �assuming that it is made from silicon� the value
Es=130 GPa. For gold �Au� overlayer films we used the
parameters v fAu=0.44, EfAu=79 GPa, and for Si overlayers
the parameters vSi=0.28 and EfSi=180 GPa.

Calculations of the frequency shift ratio � / vs the lo-
cal slope � are shown in Fig. 2 for two different cantilever
thicknesses corresponding to different thickness ratios n
�=d /dca�. Indeed, as dca decreases it leads to significant in-
crease of the roughness dependent frequency shift � / for
relatively increased local surface slopes ���0.5�. On the

FIG. 4. �Color online� � /s vs roughness ratio w /� for differ-
ent roughness exponents H, overlayer thickness of a gold film d
=100 nm thick, and cantilever thickness dca=1 �m. The inset
shows the local surface slope � as a function of w /� for the same
roughness exponents H=0.6 �black line� and H=0.9 �red line/light
colored-line�.
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other hand, if one increases the thickness d of the overlayer
film, the influence on the ratio � / is far less significant as
it is expected and illustrated in Fig. 3. Therefore, amplifica-
tion of the roughness effect on � / can be more significant
depending on the dimensions of the bare cantilever rather
than the thickness of the overlayer film.

Moreover, as Fig. 2 shows the influence the bare cantile-
ver thickness dca is more prominent for lower Poisson ratios
v f and higher local surface slopes or equivalent rougher sur-
faces. As a matter of fact as Fig. 2 indicates a change in the
Poisson ratio v from that of gold �v f =0.44� to that of silicon

�v f =0.28� for the overlayer film, and local slope values �
�0.5, the frequency shift � / can change more than a
factor of five approaching that of an order of magnitude for
surface slopes ��0.7. On the other hand for very weak
slopes, �	1, if we consider the expansion �1+�2�3/2�1
+ �3 /2��2

¯ . then we obtain from Eq. �6� up to second order
a quadratic dependence on �; � /��2. In the more general
case, by substituting Eq. �9� into Eq. �6�, one obtains an
analytic form for the frequency shift ratio � / as a func-
tion of the surface roughness parameters w, �, and H

�


=

2�s + �s

Ẽsf ,s

6

dca

�n +
1

2
�2��1 −

v f

1 − v f

�w

�
�2� a�

�1 − H�
��1 + Qc

2�2�1−H − 1� − 1��2

�1 + �w

�
�2� a�

�1 − H�
��1 + Qc

2�2�1−H − 1� − 1��3/2
− 1� . �10�

Equation �11� allows calculation of the roughness dependent
frequency shift if one measures the surface roughness param-
eters w, �, and H by means, for example, correlation function
measurement15–17 using atomic force microscopy scans �Fig.
1�b��.

In this respect, Fig. 4 shows the direct dependence of the
frequency shift � / on the long wavelength roughness ra-
tio w /� for various roughness exponents H. From Fig. 4 it is
evident that if the corresponding curve has a maximum, then
we can only consider as a valid regime the one prior to the
maximum in order to avoid to crossover into the regime with
large local slopes ���1�. To clarify this point we show in
the inset of Fig. 4 the dependence of the local slope � vs the
roughness ratio w /� for the two distinct roughness exponents
H used for the calculations of � /. For both cases of dif-
ferent cantilever thicknesses the requirement ��1 translates,
respectively, to roughness ratios w /��0.1 if H=0.6, and
w /��0.3 if H=0.9. Clearly if the exponent H becomes
smaller or equivalently the surface becomes rougher at short
length scales ����, the influence on the frequency shift can
increase drastically for thinner made cantilevers.

The previous illustrative calculations of the roughness ef-
fect on � / indicate that changes in the cantilever fre-
quency due to surface roughness is a factor that requires
attention especially for high frequency cantilevers in the
megahertz �MHz� range and above. If we consider for ex-
ample in Fig. 4 the roughness ratio w /�=0.23 and H=0.9
�Fig. 1�b��, which are parameters typically observed for gold
overlayers �Fig. 1�b��, the frequency shift for 1-�m-thick
cantilever with vibration frequency =1 MHz is �
�100 Hz while for an 4-�m-thick cantilever the frequency
shift is ��10–20 Hz. These values can be significant in
high precision sensing applications such as force sensing in
ultrahigh vacuum conditions, where changes in the fre-
quency are directly related to the gradient of acting forces

����F� in terms of frequency-modulation schemes.18,19

V. CONCLUSIONS

In summary we investigated the influence of random
roughness on the vibration frequency of cantilevers coated
with thin film overlayers. Initially we derived the necessary
expressions for the surface roughness-induced frequency
shift � /. Subsequently it was illustrated that this shift
depends on the particular roughness parameters �assuming
the general case of self-affine rough surfaces�, the material
properties of the deposited overlayer film, and the dimen-
sions mainly of the bare cantilever �which linearly amplify
the roughness effect�. Indeed, it was shown that the rough-
ness influence becomes significant for thin cantilevers
��1 �m�, and significant local surface slopes ��0.5� within
the limits of applicability of the proposed formalism. Finally,
as it was discussed, our results can be of importance for
high-precision frequency sensing applications �using high-
frequency cantilevers� in the field of micro/nanomechanics.
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APPENDIX

1. Equation of cantilever motion

The general equation of cantilever motion derived in Ref.
10 has the form
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�2

�x2�� Ẽsdca
3

12
+

Ẽfdca
3

3
��n +

1

2
�3

−
1

8
�

+ �2�s + �s�dca
2 �n +

1

2
�2

�1 − �v f/1 − v f���h�2�2

�1 + ��h�2�3/2 � �2Z

�x2�
+ dca���s + � fn�

�2Z

�t2 �
= �odca

�2

�x2��n +
1

2
��1 − �v f/1 − v f���h�2�

�1 + ��h�2�3/2 � �A1�

If we consider a slow roughness variation then substitution
of the term ��h�2 in Eq. �A1� with its average value ���h�2
�Ref. 10� yields Eq. �1�. Under these conditions the term on
the right hand side of Eq. �A1� gives only zero
contribution.10

2. Calculation of total frequency shift

In order to calculate the frequency shift due to the over-
layer film on top of the cantilever we consider the equation

of motion for flat surfaces, Eq. �4�, and that of a bare canti-
lever

Ẽsdca
3

12

�4Z

�x4 + �̃o�2Z

�t2 = 0 �A2�

with �̃0=dca�s. Since the vibration frequencies of the bare
cantilever and film/cantilever are given by o

2

=CẼs�dca
3 /12� / �̃o and 2=CẼsf ,s�dca

3 /12� / �̃ respectively, if
we consider the expansion 2�o

2+2o�o �assuming
�o	� we obtain the frequency shift �o /o due to the
deposited film

�o

o
=

1

2� �̃o

�̃

Ẽsf ,r

Ẽs

− 1� . �A3�

Finally, if we consider Eqs. �6� and �A3�, the total frequency
shift �tot /o due to the overlayer film and surface rough-
ness is given by

�tot

o
= ��o

o
� + � 

o
���


� . �A4�

Finally, substitution from Eqs. �A3� and �10� yields also the
analytic form

�tot

o

=
1

2� �s

�s + n� f

Ẽsf ,r

Ẽs

− 1� + � 

o
�2�s + �s

Ẽsf ,s

6

dca
�n +

1

2�
2��1 −

v f

1 − v f

�w

�
�2� a�

�1 − H�
��1 + Qc

2�2�1−H − 1� − 1��2

�1 + �w

�
�2� a�

�1 − H�
��1 + Qc

2�2�1−H − 1� − 1��3/2
− 1� .

�A5�
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